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A complicated relationship: Glycosylation, Ca(II), and primary sequence affect the interactions and kinetics between
two model mollusk shell intracrystalline nacre proteins.
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of control over shell fabrication and are responsible for the tremendous enhancement of the strength and elasticity of the material as compared to mineral alone. The fracture toughness of
red abalone nacre is about 3000 times higher than the value for
pure aragonite,1 and toughening mechanisms deduced from
the crack propagation behavior in nacre are attributed to the
structural relationship between the organic macromolecules
and inorganic crystals.1

ABSTRACT: The formation of the mollusk shell requires the
participation of proteins, many of which may be interactive
with one another. We examined a model protein pair system
from the mollusk Haliotis rufescens wherein we probed the interactions between recombinant forms of two major nacre
layer proteins, AP7, and the glycoprotein, AP24. Here, the focus
was on the impact that AP24 glycosylation and primary sequence had on AP24-AP7 binding. We find that both the glycosylated and non-glycosylated variants of AP24 bound to AP7
but with different quantities, kinetics, and internal rearrangements. Moreover, the binding of AP7 with non-glycosylated and
glycosylated AP24 was found to be Ca(II) dependent and independent, respectively. Yet both variants of AP24 combine with
AP7 to form hybrid hydrogel particles that are similar in their
physical properties. Thus, AP7 and AP24 protein sequences
are interactive and form hydrogels, but the interactions are
tuned by glycosylation and Ca(II). These features may have an
impact on nacre matrix formation.

We now know that protein families play an important role in
the mechanical properties of nacre.2-4 One class of proteins
that contributes to nacre toughness are the intracrystalline
proteins.2-6 These proteins are excreted by the mantle epithelial cells and it has been hypothesized that these proteins form
hydrogels during the mineral formation process, eventually becoming incorporated into the nacre tablets as organic
nanoinclusions which create nanoporosities within nacre tablets and increase the ductility or elasticity of these crystals.7-16

Molluscan shells and pearls are fascinating examples of high
performance organic/inorganic biocomposite materials. Although the organic components represent only about 2%
weight of the mollusk shell,1 they provide nanoscale precision

There is now great interest in understanding the mechanisms
by which intracrystalline proteins control nacre tablet formation and nanoporosity. In the Pacific red abalone, Haliotis
rufescens, four intracrystalline nacre proteins, AP7, AP24 (a
glycoprotein), AP8α, and AP8β, have been identified,17,18 but
only AP7 (AA = 66; MW = 7.5 kDa; pI = 5.43) and AP24 (AA =
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146; MW = 24 kDa; pI = 5.53) have been sequenced and studied
in detail (Figure S1, Supporting Information).17 One of the
more intriguing findings regarding AP7 and AP24 was the recovery of AP7 – AP24 complexes during nacre extraction protocols, and, the enhanced blocking effects that this protein complex had on the in vitro calcite nucleation process.17 This suggests that there are specific interactions between both proteins
within the nacre matrix which may be important not only for
inhibiting calcite and promoting the aragonite mineralization
process but also the formation of gel nanoinclusions within nacre tablets themselves.7-16 However, the details of the interactions between both proteins has yet to be established.
In this Communication we investigated the interactions between recombinant forms of AP7 (rAP7)15 and AP24 (rAP24G,
insect cell expressed, glycosylated; rAP24NG, bacteria expressed, unglycosylated)13 to confirm if both protein sequences
are interactive and if so, whether the interactions between both
proteins rely on the recognition of either the glycan groups or
the primary sequence of rAP24 by rAP7. rAP7, rAP24G, and
rAP24NG have been demonstrated to self-assemble under mineralization conditions and act as strong calcite blockers in
vitro.13,15 Interestingly, rAP24 is a hybrid N-, O-linked glycoprotein (Supporting Information) that possesses significant
levels of anionic monosaccharides (i.e., carboxylate-, sulfatemodified monosaccharides)13 which would be expected to contribute significantly to the anionic charge of this protein sequence. We find that in the absence of Ca(II) both rAP24 variants interact with rAP7 via a 2-stage kinetic mechanism but exhibit differences in kinetics. Furthermore, we observe that
rAP24NG - rAP7 sequence interactions are 1:1, highly dependent upon Ca(II), and induce conformational change in
rAP24NG. In contrast, rAP24G – rAP7 interactions are Ca(II)independent and do not induce conformational change in
rAP24G . Interestingly, we note that both rAP7 - rAP24G and
rAP7 – rAP24NG sample mixtures in the presence of Ca(II) result in the formation of hydrogel particles with similar physical
properties. Thus, our model recombinant studies indicate that
the interaction of AP24 with AP7 is a complicated one: it is affected not only by Ca(II) but also by glycosylation and primary
sequence interactivity as well, and these factors most likely are
important for nacre matrix formation.

Figure 1. (A) QCM-D experiments of immobilized rAP7 (500 nM in 10
mM HEPES pH 8.0) exposed to either 500 nM rAP24G (solid lines) or
500 nM rAP24NG (dashed lines) in 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 8.0.
Plots show the third harmonic frequency (F3, blue) and dissipation
(D3, red) observed under each scenario. The time-dependent introduction is noted on the plots by arrows. These experiments were repeated
and found to be reproducible. (B) Enlargement of the QCM-D plot of (A)
showing the binding response of each rAP24 protein to the adsorbed
rAP7 layer.

immobilized rAP7 layer.
In the presence of Ca(II)(Figure 1), the introduction of 500 nM
rAP24NG to the immobilized 500 nM rAP7 layer results in a decrease in resonant frequency, f, accompanied by an increase in
dissipation, D, both of which rapidly saturate and remain constant with time. This response is indicative of association between rAP24NG and the immobilized rAP7. In contrast, exposure to 500 nM rAP24G results in an initial and rapid decrease
in f, corresponding to an increase in mass due to association of
rAP24G. The frequency shift is 40% larger than observed for
rAP24NG, indicating a larger mass of rAP24G initially adsorbed
onto the rAP7 layer and in contrast to rAP24NG, the frequency
then subsequently decreases slowly, almost reaching its initial
level after 30 minutes. This confirms that glycosylation of AP24
positively impacts AP24 – AP7 interactions. We note that during this recovery phase the sensor surface remains exposed to
the rAP24G solution and the apparent reduction in frequency
is thus unlikely to be due to dissociation of rAP24G from the
immobilized rAP7. This two-stage kinetic response in f is also
observed in the dissipation data (Figure 1) which increase rapidly, before slowly reducing almost back to the initial level. Parallel experiments were also performed in the absence of Ca(II),
where a similar two-stage kinetic association curve was observed for both rAP24G and rAP24NG (Figure S2, Supporting

The primary sequences of in vitro expressed rAP24NG (bacterial) and rAP24G (insect cell) model proteins are identical, with
the only difference being the presence of N- and O-linked glycans on the rAP24G insect cell variant.13 Therefore, a screening
of each recombinant AP24 protein against the rAP7 protein will
measure contribution of insect cell glycosylation and primary
sequence on AP7 – AP24 polypeptide interactions. We executed these investigations at pH 8.0 since this is the relevant pH
of the in vitro calcium carbonate mineralization assays conducted on these proteins,7-16 with the actual in situ pH of the
nacre matrix not known at present. To measure protein-protein interactions we employed QCM-D (quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation) methodology (Figure 1) similar to the
in vitro studies conducted with other biomineralization proteins.7,9,19 Each experiment involved the initial creation of a
layer of adsorbed rAP7 protein on poly(L-lysine) using a 500
nM rAP7 solution in 10 mM HEPES buffer pH 8.0 (Figure 1).
Subsequent to this step we next introduced either rAP24G or
rAP24NG (500 nM each), both dissolved in either the HEPES
buffer or in 10 mM CaCl2 solution in HEPES buffer over the
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Information), confirming that binding between rAP24G and
rAP7 is strongly Ca(II)-dependent.
We analyzed in more detail the protein concentration-dependent interactions of both rAP24 variants, this time starting with
a higher concentration of immobilized rAP7 (5 µM) in the presence of Ca(II)(Figure 2). As we approach the 1:1 molar threshold we note the interactions between rAP7, rAP24G, and

Figure 3. Interaction between surface-immobilized 5 µM rAP7 with
rAP24NG at 5 µM (A) and 10 µM (B). Changes in frequency and dissipation for the 7th overtone measured during interactions between rAP7
and rAP24NG at the aforementioned concentrations indicate a threestate interaction where (i) the complex gains mass and loses rigidity,
(ii) complex restructures and (iii) trapped water and excess rAP24NG
leaves surface. Increase in color darkness indicates time progression.

believe region (iii) is associated with a phase change where a
critical concentration of associated rAP24NG results in hydrogel formation, leading to a loss in mass due to release of
trapped water and excess rAP24NG.
Having confirmed interactions and kinetics between rAP7,
rAP24G, and rAP24NG, and given that all individual proteins
exhibit hydrogel formation in the presence of Ca(II),13,15 we
next investigated whether or not glycosylation changes the outcome of co-hydrogel formation. We achieved this using flow cytometry,9,11,19 which probes the particle size distributions and
internal granularities of the translucent protein hydrogel particles. Flow cytometry provides light scattering parameters
that one can monitor for particles under constant flow:9,11,19 1)
Forward Scattered Component (FSC, x-axis), which determines
particle size distributions; and 2) Side-Scattered Component
(SSC, y-axis), measures refracted and reflected light that occurs
at any interface within the particles where there is a change in
refractive index (RI) that results from variations in particle
granularity or internal structure (see Supporting Information).
As shown in Figure 4, at pH 8.0 in the presence of Ca(II) rAP7

Figure 2 (A) QCM-D experiment of immobilized 5 µM rAP7 exposed to
increasing concentrations of either rAP24G (solid lines) or rAP24NG
(dashed lines) in 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 8.0. (B) Inset of (A)
for 5 and 10 µM of both rAP24N and rAP24NG.

rAP24NG exhibit typical single-stage kinetic binding. In contrast, at a rAP24NG solution concentration above 5 µM (i.e., >
1:1 molar), we again observe the two-stage kinetic binding between rAP24NG and surface immobilized rAP7. This is not observed for rAP24G. It is worth noting that rAP24NG – rAP7 molecular interactions become significant at a 1:1 molar ratio,
which suggests that the two protein sequences form a 1:1 molar ratio complex (see Supplementary Information, Figure S2).
Interestingly, dimerization was postulated to occur between
native AP7 and AP24 within the nacre.17 Thus, the AP24 polypeptide sequence recognizes and binds to the AP7 sequence in
a 1:1 molecular ratio.
The prominent peaks in frequency and dissipation followed by
slow recovery as observed for rAP24NG usually suggest a conformational change, here associated with the interaction of the
AP7 and AP24 polypeptide sequences, something that we do
not see when glycosylation is present (i.e., rAP24G). This twostage kinetic interaction can be observed more clearly by plotting the energy dissipation response against the resonant frequency for a given overtone, as shown in Figure 3. As noted on
Figure 3, three distinct regions (i, ii, iii) can be observed due to
interactions between rAP24NG and immobilized rAP7; (i)
rAP24NG binding to the surface-immobilized rAP7 leading to a
rapid increase in mass and viscoelasticity, (ii) a turning point
where no more rAP24NG associates with rAP7, (iii) a reduction
in mass and viscoelasticity that occurs over 30 minutes. We

Figure 4. Flow cytometry 2-D density plots (FSC vs SSC) of 1.5 µM
rAP7, rAP24G, rAP24NG, 1:1 rAP7 : rAP24G, 1:1 rAP7 : rAP24NG samples in 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM CaCl2 pH 8.0 In the case of 1:1 molar
mixtures the total protein concentrations are 1.5 µM. Details regarding
FSC and SSC parameters and other features can be found in Supporting
Information.
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“targets” could be other nacre layer proteins (e.g., AP8 series)17,18 or perhaps a mineral phase component. This is an intriguing and exciting possibility for the nacre biomineralization
process and obviously additional studies involving protein
fragments will be required to pinpoint the binding sites on each
protein. Similarly, experiments involving other nacre proteins
and calcium carbonate mineral phases will help to identify
other potential targets that the AP7 - AP24 complex might interact with.

forms hydrogel particles with unique particle size distributions
and internal granularities compared to either rAP24G or
rAP24NG. In comparison, rAP24G and rAP24NG both generate
hydrogel particles that are somewhat similar in both physical
categories. However, when present in a 1:1 mixture, we note an
interesting effect: the rAP7 + rAP24G and rAP7 + rAP24NG
samples generate 2-D density plots that differ from either rAP7,
rAP24G, or rAP24NG individually. Thus, the resulting hydrogel
particles formed by rAP7, rAP24G, and rAP24NG possess physical properties that are significantly different from hydrogel
particles formed by the individual proteins, i.e., these are hybrid
hydrogel particles. However, we note that the 2D plots for hydrogel particles generated in the rAP7 + rAP24G and rAP7 +
rAP24NG samples are similar to one another except at the extreme ranges of particle size distributions and internal granularities. This result suggests that the majority of hydrogel complexes formed by either rAP7 + rAP24G or rAP7 + rAP24NG are
dimensionally and internally similar to one another, and thus
we believe that the glycan groups of rAP24G have very little impact on the resultant physical properties of the hybrid AP7 –
AP24 protein hydrogel particles.

The present findings are in clear contrast to our earlier studies
of another interactive pair of calcium-carbonate associated biomineralization matrix proteins, SpSM50 and rSpSM30B/C,
from the embryonic spicules of the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus pupuratus.19,23-25 Here, the following was noted: 1) the glycan groups of the glycoprotein SpSM30B/C were required for
interaction with SpSM50; 2) there was no noted interaction between the protein sequences themselves; 3) the hydrogel particles formed by glycosylated SpSM30B/C + SpSM50 were significantly different from those formed by unglycosylated
SpSM30B/C + SpSM50. If we compare the AP7 + AP24 versus
SpSM50 + SpSM30B/C interactions, we come to the following
conclusions: a) glycosylation provides biomineralizing organisms an extra degree of control over protein-protein interaction and matrix assembly, either by modulating interactions or
affinities between proteins or making them dependent upon
other species, such as Ca(II), to foster matrix assembly. B) the
glycosylation process can be tweaked by individual organisms
to influence protein-protein interaction, matrix assembly, and
mineral formation for the generation of a specific skeletal element. Hopefully, additional experimentation will determine if
these hypothesis are correct.

In this report, using model recombinant variants of H. rufescens
AP7 and AP24, we confirm the 1:1 interactivity between these
two nacre matrix protein sequences (Figure 2)17 and demonstrate the formation of hybrid hydrogel particles formed by
these heteroprotein complexes (Figure 4). Thus, both AP7 and
AP24 must co-exist together within the inclusions that make up
the intracrystalline nanoporosities of the nacre of H. rufescens.17 In addition, the most interesting finding of this report
are the complex effects of glycosylation, primary sequence, and
Ca(II) on AP24 – AP7 interactions. As shown in Figure 1 and
Figure S2 (Supporting Information) the glycan groups clearly
enhance AP24G – AP7 adsorption. Yet, there is more to this
story: when the glycan groups are absent, AP24 – AP7 binding
still occurs but requires Ca(II) participation and proceeds with
different kinetics and a conformational change event taking
place within the AP24 sequence (Figures 1-3). Yet despite these
kinetic differences, there is no significant difference in the
physical character of the hybrid hydrogel complexes that form
(Figure 4). Based upon these results, we surmise that the glycosylation of AP24 somehow enhances interactions with AP7
(Figure 1) but suppresses internal rearrangements within the
AP24 sequence and shifts the kinetics of AP24 – AP7 binding.
Surprisingly, glycosylation is not a pre-requisite for successful
hybrid hydrogel formation (Figure 4). We interpret this to
mean that if for some reason cellular errors occurred in the
post-translational modification of AP24, these errors would not
be fatal to AP7 – AP24 complex formation or H. rufescens nacre
development. Thus, a “fail-safe” may be built into the AP7AP24 relationship.17
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